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NUMBER 34

The Otatara
Landcare Group wishes
its members and the
Otatara community
a Merry Christmas.
Have a safe and happy
holiday and take care on
the roads.
See you again in 2008!
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DECEMBER 2007

OTATARA PIGEON POST
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Barry Smith – Chairperson (ph. 213-1500)
Tracey Langmuir – Treasurer (ph. 213-0790)
Moira Pagan (ph. 213-1152)
Randall Milne (ph. 213-0851)
Jill Warhurst (ph. 216-6234)

Elected Committee Members 2007 – 2008

Chris Rance – Secretary (ph. 213-1161)
Lloyd Esler (ph. 213-0404)
Brian Rance (ph. 213-1161)
Cathy MacFie (ph. 213-1267)
Clair Leith (ph. 213-1148)

Please contact any of the committee members if you have questions, ideas or problems relating to the Otatara/Sandy Point area.

Your Committee

(newsletter, leaflets, e.g., Gamble’s Educational Boardwalk).

• To promote Otatara’s natural areas to local people and visitors through publicity

talks to improve knowledge of the local environment, and working bees to help
individuals and organisations with their environmental projects.

• To promote increased use of native plants in gardens and on properties in Otatara.
• To improve the habitat for native wildlife in the Otatara area.
• To run a programme of activities which will include bush walks, field days and

natural values of the Otatara area (including New River Estuary, Sandy Point and
Oreti Beach).

• To advocate for the preservation and enhancement of forest remnants and other

to manage and enhance natural areas, including weed and pest management.

• To provide information to Otatara residents and other landowners on how best

other agencies, in issues of land use and management of natural resources.

Objectives
• To act as a liaison forum for Otatara landowners, with the ICC, SRC, DOC and

To focus attention of Otatara residents and others on the natural features and ecological values of the Otatara environment, especially native forest and wetland flora
and fauna. To promote and where possible facilitate the protection, restoration
and creation of such features in the interests of scientific appreciation and intrinsic
worth and to encourage community appreciation of these values.

Mission Statement

...........................................................................................................

Last name/s

Otatara. Phone 213-0790

32 Taiepa Road

Otatara Landcare Group

Send to:

( ) help with liaison with local councils

( ) help with bird surveys

( ) help with or attend local Otatara walks

( ) help with restoration, weed control or growing plants

I want to (please tick):

Activities

Tick if receipt required ( )

Enclosed Total Payment of
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$....................

$....................

$....................

lifetime membership $100 per household
I wish to make a donation

$....................

ten year membership $50 per household

$....................

..............................................................................................

I enclose an annual membership fee $10 per household

Contact phone/email

...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

Address .......................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

First Name/s

Membership

I Want to Help Care for the Birds, the Bush and Wetlands at Otatara
and see them Prosper for Future Generations to Enjoy. I can Help by
Joining the OTATARA LANDCARE GROUP.
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This newsletter has been produced by Lloyd Esler, Julie Campbell and Chris Rance

Deadline for the next issue is 20 February.

The editor welcomes contributions to the newsletter. Anything relating to
the development of Otatara and the estuary, history, natural history and
forthcoming Otatara activities.

Contributions

Nathan Cruickshank & Kirsten Meijer (Environment Southland)

State of Takiwa monitoring occurs on the lake. This is a measure of the cultural health
of the lake and its tributaries. From Ngai Tahu’s perspective, they see Waihora as important for Mahinga Kai. They have found the lake to be in moderate cultural health.

Waihora Ellesmere Trust has a visitor centre and a web site. Recreational activities
include the Little River rail trail, bird watching, walking, fishing and hunting. The priority for Waihora is to maintain and improve public access.

The most common fish (in numbers and biomass) is the Common bully. There are
27 freshwater fish (20 native and seven introduced) and 20 marine fish.

There are 167 species of birds on Waihora, and there can be up to 90,000 birds
present at one time. Pre the 1968 Wahine storm there used to be 70,000 black
swans, but now there are only approximately 4,000.

One of the tributaries is Boggy Creek. There has been a study on this tributary and the
effect of riparian planting. As a result, the sediment loading has been greatly reduced.
The Selwyn District Council requires riparian management for all new dairy farms.

Water takes from the Selwyn River are fully allocated. Since 1990 water takes have
increased 5-fold. This also not a problem we will face in the Waituna Catchment.

The brown trout population has declined dramatically since the 1940’s. The 1968
Wahine storm caused the destruction of the macrophyte beds, which sped up the
decline in trout. The eel population has remained steady, and commercial eeling
is carried out on the lake.

The opening/closing regime of Waihora is currently under review. Most parties
would like a higher average lake level. However, options to achieve this may not
suit all interested parties, such as the drainage of farmland. Ideally, the lake would
be open in spring/early summer for sea run spawning. Interestingly, there has
been at least two phases in history when Waihora was tidal.

email: brsmith@callsouth.net.nz.

Barry Smith, Chairperson 213-1500
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This is the last Pigeon Post for the year and we would like to wish everyone a really
safe and merry Christmas and a happy new year.

We have had our first planting day this
year but there weren’t a great many people
le there, so there is
is still plenty to plant. If
you haven’t helped out with planting before
ore it is a good opportunity
opp
po
ortunity to look over
one of the public recreational areas we have
ave at doorstep. Contact
Co
C
ontact me for the next
planting date! One of the downsides has been the fact that the only public access
is at Bryson Rd, but that does give the opportunity for a longer walk - about 4km in
total.

The gorse at the Bryson Road end of the Bushy Point area has been cut down and
we will have a path for public access.
Judging by the track being worn in the
Join the Otatara
grass, it is getting good use. This track
Landcare Group now
now continues to the pond with a 750m
get regular newsletters
loop track past some of the plantings we
- not just the Christmas
have been doing since May 2000. InterEdition.
pretation panels are soon to be installed
Membership is $10 per
as well as a self-guided brochure to the
household per year,
area being made available. We hope
$50 for 10 years or
people will use these brochures and re$100 for life!
turn them when they have finished.

As we all know the weather has been a bit fickle this season, the high winds have
caused a lot of trees to blow down, almost reminiscent of the high winds we had
on 30 November 1997. The Landcare Group pond has also benefited from the
amount of rain this season with almost continuous inflow and outflow during the
last few months. A pair of ducks has successfully bred as I have seen mother duck
with her clutch of ducklings wandering around, although I must admit I haven’t
seen them recently and wonder whether the local cats have been having a feast.

Chairspeak - A Message from the Chairperson

Representatives from Environment Southland and Department of Conservation
recently attended the Waihora/Lake Ellesmere Living Lake Symposium. The Symposium was significant as it has close parallels with Waituna Lagoon, for which DOC
has recently received $450,000/year funding from the Government. This funding is
to enhance/sustain the Waituna wetland area and the Awarua Wetlands.

Saturday 19 January 2008 – Trip to Otautau Arboretum and the Longwoods.
Leave Invercargill Museum at 10am or meet at Otautau Arboretum at 11am. Leader
Christine Henderson (03 2487605).
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Pick up a copy for a gold coin donation
at Otatara 4 Square, Dunns Road – be in
quick they are selling fast!

Have you got your copy of this colour guide to
Otatara? It includes maps, local walks, facilities
and services.

“Otatara - A Hidden Treasure”

Saturday 12 April 2008 - Trip to Home Creek Manapouri and visit environment award
winners John and Caroline Carter’s eco-property– morning planting at Home Creek
Wetland from 10.30am, Leader Rances (2131161) and Edith Jones (03 2496991).

Saturday 8 March 2008 – Turnbulls Bush work day – help out at Pat Turnbulls
important riparian covenant – home of many of Southland’s rare and endangered
plants. If we have time we will also walk some of the Derek Turnbull Track at Forest Hill. Leave Museum at 10am. Leader Brian Rance (2131161).
5-6
4-5
3-4
2-3
1-2

Supertrophic
Eutrophic
Mesotrophic
Oligotophic
Microtrophic

Good WQ

Poor WQ

Lake TeAnau

Waituna

Waihora
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Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is managed using an integrated management approach among all
the agencies. These agencies include the Christchurch City Council, Environment Canterbury, Selwyn District Council, DOC, Lincoln University and the Waihora/Ellesmere Trust. It
is envisaged a similar integrated management approach will be taken for Waituna Lagoon.

Visual clarity in Waihora is very poor, at 0.1 metre compared to Waituna at 1
metre+. The poor visual clarity in Waihora is due to re-suspension of sediment in
the lake bed. Waihora is a lot shallower than Waituna. The sediment in Waihora
is actually stopping the algal blooms. If the clarity was better there would be more
incidents of algal blooms.

The Selwyn River (a tributary of the Waihora) has intermittent flows, and the
minimum flows are getting lower due to water takes for irrigation, dairy sheds and
stock water. The river loses water to groundwater in the upper reaches, and gains
from groundwater in the lower reaches. This is not a problem we have in the
Waituna Catchment. There is no longer access for spawning in the upper reaches
of the Selwyn due to reduced stream flows and increased sedimentation (due to
stock access). The groundwater coming into the Selwyn is high in nitrates. This
is different to Waituna, as Waituna also has high nitrates but they are coming from
land based activities and not groundwater. Waihora has 40 tributaries in total.

>6

Hypertrophic

As can be seen in the table below, the trophic level of Waituna has not yet fallen to
the level of Waihora.

Trophic Level Indicator – indicator of nutrient levels in the lake

31 Oct–3 Nov 2007

Summer Trips and Working Days 2008

Saturday 9 February 2008 – Awarua Wetlands and Waituna Lagoon – an internationally important place. Leader Brian Rance (2131161) and Gay Munro (2395827).
Book to get further details – there may be some swamp bashing required if people
are keen! Leave Museum at 10am.

Waihora/Ellesmere Symposium

Southland Forest and Bird
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Barry Smith

So as far as we could see there were three options. First of all we all stop producing this stuff (something that is not going to happen any time soon) and secondly
the city council returns your portion to you to dispose of in an environmentally
friendly way - Yeah! right! Thirdly, we could go for the best possible environmental
outcome and place it on land that is not used for food production, let the worms
have a really good time and release the goodness back to the soil ready for plants to
use. We can then follow it up by planting native species and in a few years open
it up to the public as a recreational opportunity. This provides extra habitat for
our native birds and insects. This is really a win-win situation, don’t you think?

This led into the question of what to do with this material. We all produce it and
we all patronise or benefit from the industries that produce it so it is really a community responsibility. One local real estate agent organised a petition opposing
the dumping but the issue seems to have died down.

10 Natives You Can’t Do Without!

A few months ago there was an article in the Southland Times stating that the
Invercargill City Council wanted to dump sewage out at Sandy Point. This struck a
raw nerve with some and it provoked the reaction a headline of that nature deserved. We decided that we were going to find out a bit more about what the real
story was and found out that it was ‘Biomass’, basically compost from the Sewage
Treatment Plant at Clifton. It is the solid matter that is left over after the digesters
and bacteria have done their job, in other words – Compost! In the past people
have queued up to get trailer loads of this stuff for their flower gardens and vegetable gardens and we had it on good authority that the roses did wonderfully well on
this stuff. With time things change and so have the regulations with respect of the
disposal of biomass, there are people on Prozac, there are people taking hormones
and other pharmaceutical prescription drugs which find their way into this biomass. If we put this material on land where food for humans is produced then
we might find that these chemicals stay in the food chain with possible infertility,
resistance to antibiotics and all manner of other side effects.

Chris Rance
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For those who attended the cuttings workshops in July, the cuttings are now
rooted and ready to pot up – so come along to the Nursery soon! If you want
more information on plants for Southland have a look at our web site – just Google
“Southland Community Nursery”.

The Community Nursery has lots of seedlings and cuttings of the species above and
they are available now. Make the most of the growing season by coming to the
Nursery on a Friday before Christmas and potting up the locally sourced plants you
need for your project or garden for free. Phone Chris on a Thursday night if you
want to come to the Nursery on a Friday, ph 2131161.

All the above species are what is known as colonising species – they grow quickly
and create a sheltered environment for the slower-growing long-lived forest trees.

Olearia traversii – Chatham Island ake ake

Olearia dartonii – Olearia sp

Chionochloa rubra – red tussock

Griselinia littoralis – broadleaf, kapuka

Fuchsia excorticata – native fuchsia, kotukutuku

Cordyline australis – cabbage tree, ti

Phormium tenax – New Zealand flax, harakeke

Coprosma propinqua – mingimingi

Pittosporum eugenioides – lemonwood, tarata

Pittosporum tenuifolium – black mapou, kohuhu

If you include in your planting plan a good number of the following species then
success will be assured and you can interplant some special species in between to
add interest or other features to your planting.

Recently we held an Open Day and the most commonly
asked question was which natives would you recommend?
The answer really depends on your site but there are a
group of native plants that will not fail you. All will thrive in
full sun, exposed windy conditions, frosts, most soil conditions
and some are excellent for wet ground and others for attracting native birds.

Southland Community Nursery

Biomass
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Editor’s note: I have Black orchids in my garden each year.
The tuber is edible and was a food for Maori but who wants to
sacrifice such as fine plant to test this? Try eating the tuber of
the common Grass orchid instead! The photo shows an Otatara
plant in full bloom and sketch shows the pods which form as the
flowers die.

Brian Rance

They have been recorded from Rance’s Covenant Grant Road,
Marama Avenue South and Sandy Point. I would be very
interested in any new sightings.

The two Otatara species are Gastrodia cunninghamii which
flowers in December and Gastrodia “long column” (it hasn’t
been formally named yet) which flowers in January/February.

Because they are hard to spot these orchids are probably more
common than people realise but it is thought that they are
palatable to possums and are therefore reduced in abundance.
They have an underground rhizome but are impossible to
transplant.

They have no leaves and they are very well camouflaged,
looking like a black stick, until you spot the flowers. The stems
can grow up to 80 cm tall, though more typically 50-60cm tall
and the flowers appear right up the stem. They flower for only a
few weeks before dying down.

Chris and Brian Rance
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There are 17 QEII covenants in Otatara and over 200 approved covenants in Southland protecting over 5,000 hectares of land and more every year.

If you feel strongly about your special place then consider protecting it forever and
contact QEII representative Gay Munro (2395827), she will be able to explain all
the options and then you can make an informed choice.

A covenant is a very special thing and it is not entered into lightly. For ourselves,
we do not anticipate moving from this place but we have nevertheless protected
our bush and restoration area in perpetuity and, like our neighbours Ian and Jenny
Gamble, feel it is a wonderful thing to leave for everyone to enjoy.

The usual reason why people covenant their land is that they believe the natural
values of the land are so precious that they do not want future owners to damage
or destroy what they have cared for. Often people covenant their land before they
leave it, for that reason. But you can protect the land at any time - who knows what
might happen to you? If you have enjoyed your property and have put lots of time
into it then you may find it unthinkable that someone may want to cut down the
forest you have protected for many years. This is one of the reasons why, if you
have bought a property with a covenant on it, you should respect the views of
those who covenanted it. It is our opinion that in future they will become more
and more precious and sought after as natural areas decrease under development
pressure.

Why Covenant Your Land?

A QEII covenant is an increasingly popular method of protecting the natural values
of your land. A covenant is a legally binding agreement between the landowner
and the QEII National Trust; it is registered against the title and remains in perpetuity (i.e. during your ownership and after you have sold the land). However, the
landowner still owns the land, manages it and agrees the terms under which the
covenant operates. You as a landowner set the restrictions on the present and future use of the land and you may get assistance for fencing and weed control. The
Invercargill City Council gives100% rates relief on the part of your property that
has natural heritage values on it that are protected by the covenant.

There are at least five species of Black orchids in New Zealand
and three in Southland of which two have been recorded from
Otatara.

These are some of the strangest orchids having no chlorophyll
and being brown/black coloured. They rely on a symbiotic
(living together for mutual benefit) association with a fungus to
obtain energy from trees and they are root parasites.

What is a QEII Covenant?

Black Orchids – Gastrodia species
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Lloyd Esler

A
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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• A visible effect of retirement from grazing on grass growth and natural regeneration.

Lloyd Esler

Some features of the Bushy Point area lend themselves to study. These
include:
• A patch of native bush
• The presence of native and introduced plants, birds and insects.
• A range of mammal pests.

The Otatara Landcare Group is gradually replanting the margins of the grassed areas
and hopes to eventually restore the whole area to forest and wetland. Resources
for classes are being developed. School groups wanting a practical conservation
project can help with planting native plants, potting seedlings and weed clearing.

Otatara Landcare Group encourages schools to take advantage of the Bushy Point
Reserve. The reserve comprises 60 hectares of conservation land with access
from Bryson Road. Open grassy areas are suitable for recreational activities; tracks
give access to the native bush; vantage points provide a view of the estuary and
Invercargill; the New River Estuary can be accessed.

morning visit by class could include:
A talk on the importance of the area
A bush walk
Identification and drawing of plants, birds and insects
Planting seedlings
Weeding
G
ot some s
spare time over
Got
Games and a picnic lunch
fest
t
ive season?
the
festive
A comparison between plant life in a
damp gully and a dry ridge
Get your boot
boots
tts on this Christmas
• A transect with quadrats from the bush
and experience
experien
nce the new Bushy
n
to the pasture
Point sel
self-guided
lf-guided track.
• Discussion on ways to enhance the
The tracks starts
at the eastern
st
appeal of the area
end of Bryson Road and is a
• Discussion on how this area has
leisurely one hour walk (return).
It will take you to the new pond
changed
and restoration plantings, via a
Related activities could include:
viewpoint with an interpretation
Map reading, compass trail, blindfold trail,
panel overlooking the estuary.
sport activities and art.

Otatara Bush Reserve is a well-kept city
council reserve accessible from Dunns
Road and Awarua Road. It has the bestknown of the Otatara tracks and is well
used by walkers, runners and plant enthusiasts. We are fortunate to have this
reserve as it preserves a good cross-section
of the original Otatara flora and fauna. As
you walk the track you can imagine what
traversing Otatara was like before it was
settled.

Bushy Point Reserve

The track takes about half an hour at a
leisurely pace but judging from the speed
at which runners pass, the record is probably five minutes. The track is mostly even
with a few undulations where it climbs
over ridges that were sand dunes hundreds
Otatara Bush Reserve
of years ago. Between these ridges is swampy ground dominated by manuka and
shrubby coprosmas. The drier ridges are crowned with totara and the far side of the
loop, in particular, has a range of taller trees - rimu, pokaka and kamahi. Many different ferns grow in the reserve as well as several orchids and numerous shrubs, trees,
epiphytes and climbers. Those who were here in the winter of 1996 will remember
the damage to the bush caused by the big freeze. Many of the ferns and the small
trees and shrubs were killed and it has taken a decade for things to return to what
they were before. This time of year the ferns are putting on their annual burst of
growth and the Crown ferns are particularly attractive with their pale, new fronds
unfolding. Like patches of bush elsewhere in Southland, Otatara Bush Reserve has
its pest plants. There is no shortage of blackberry and unfortunately Chilean flame
creeper becomes more obvious each year. Sycamores infest the western end of the
bush and their pesky seedlings need to be tweaked out whenever they are spotted.
Does anyone want to have an expedition to the unexplored interior of the reserve?
Who knows what long-forgotten relics of the pioneering past and undiscovered tribes
may lurk in the trackless mire?

Try a New Track...
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Lloyd Esler

The world’s smallest palnt – Watermeal

When you last fell into, dived into, or were pushed into the frog pond at Daffodil
Bay, you might have done a spot of involuntary botanising before being pulled out.
You were sharing the pond with the world’s
smallest plant – Watermeal. These plants have
the world’s smallest flowers, detectable only
with a good microscope. Watermeal is found
worldwide and is not uncommon in Southland.
Reach a finger into the frog pond next time you
are passing and when you have clambered out
after mis-judging the slipperiness of the bank,
run a comb through your hair and admire this
rather special plant.

Watermeal

Lloyd Esler

Lloyd Esler
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There’s a new bird in the estuary. It’s an Arctic tern, the world’s greatest traveller.
Our commonest terns are White-fronted terns, around a hundred pairs of which
nest on the shellbanks in the estuary each summer. Arctic terns look like whitefronted terns but are smaller (34cm compared to 40cm length) and when the bird
is in breeding plumage, the bill is red rather than black as in the White-fronted tern.
On 1 December 2003 a banded Arctic tern was picked up dead on Mason Bay on
Stewart Island. It had been banded as a chick in the Gulf of Bothnia in Sweden on
27 June 2003. The distance between the banding and recovery sites is 17 510 km,
but the most probable route taken would have been about 25,000 km – Not bad for
a bird five months out of the egg. This is the world record for distance between
capture and recovery sites for banded birds.

Arctic tern

Lloyd Esler

• Awarua Road: Awarua means two channels or two rivers. What this means in the
Otatara context is debatable. It could be named after a ship, a farm or a locality.

• Ariki Avenue: Ariki means paramount chief in Maori.

• Aicken Road is named after John Aicken. He was an Irishman
who settled in New Zealand in the 1890s. In 1903 he married and had eight
children. The Aickens lived and farmed in the vicinity of the Five Roads Corner.

Lewis Acker

Have you bought your copy of What’s in a Name? yet? This well-researched book
by Wendy McArthur takes us on a journey back in time, examining the people,
places and events that gave Invercargill, Bluff and Otatara their street names. The
book is available from bookshops. The Otatara section is particularly interesting
and although there are some ‘unknowns’, most of the street names are traced.
Each issue of Pigeon Post will include a few of these.

A new fern has turned up in Otatara. It is the Broad buckler fern, Dryopteris
dilatata. There is actually quite a good population of it in the pine plantations
along Dunns Road towards the
beach. One other Dryopteris
species, male fern Dryopteris filixmas, already grows in abundance
in Southland. It is the commonest
introduced fern in the south and
grows readily in the open or
moderate shade. The fronds die
back in winter but it comes away
with vigour in the spring. It can be
a minor and localised nuisance but
nothing to match our major weed
problems.
Broad buckler fern
• Ackers Road is named after Lewis Acker (see photo) who was
born in New York and settled in New Zealand around 1834.
Acker’s Cottage on Stewart Island was built by him and could be
regarded as the oldest building in New Zealand. Acker moved
to Otatara around 1864. He was a shipping pilot, a sawmiller, a
farmer and a trader.

Otatara Street Names...

New Fern
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(It’s amazing how much one can confess in just a few short paragraphs – ed)

Moira Pagan

How good it IS to be back home!

Having just recovered from a bout of fear with a capital F and deciding that I
would, after a few more earthquakes, maybe begin to enjoy them and move towards the sense that a girlfriend in the UK had when I told her about the event and
she gasped ‘how EXCITING!”…(Yeah Right!)…There then came the Great Winds
and a day and a half without power or water on tap…but that’s another story…
must do something soon about getting that emergency kit sorted…….

Another thought I shared with (and bored probably) my hairdresser amongst others
was…’I thought that at least you could count on the earth you stood on to be constant, steady firm and unchanging….obviously not, as all things are changing- and
constantly changing.

One of those thoughts I shared with husband was…’I knew we should have got our
emergency kit sorted out and bought one of those barbeque things everyone round
here has…(it just hadn’t seem a necessary purchase for vegetarians at the time!)

A raw and recent émigré who has never experienced an earthquake 6.9 in the Richter scale or any scale for that matter…it certainly gave me food for thought.

Then the globe light above the bed began to rotate alarmingly and I had the strangest sensation of suffering one of those rare cases of the ‘wheelies’ after a night of
alcoholic indulgence when I naively thought as a youngster of 25, that ‘Pernod’
was a kind of lemonade…

A nil reply as the bed took on a life of its own and began to pulse wildly…both of
us innocently reading novels….

Husband had just got into bed and was nursing a cup of hot chocolate when I
turned to him and said…”are you suffering from the Royal disease then.....restless
legs?”

Lloyd Esler

Completed work (three items per student) will be looked at by the Southland
Astronomical Society and returned with a badge and certificate, assuming that the
student has put some effort into the project. There is no cost.
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How many more stars can I see away from city lights? What planets can I find
in a month? How much does the Southern Cross move from one week to the
next? Does the moon change colour? My meteorite hunt; How does my night
sky change during the year? Does the moon really affect the tide? What features of
the moon can I identify with binoculars? Measure and chart a shadow at intervals
during the day for a long enough period to show that the shadow is shortest at
noon and that it gets shorter as the days get longer. Use it to locate north when it
is shortest.

Some ideas are:

3) Do your own project based on your own observations. You can get adults to
help and you can use the internet and reference books but the project must be
what you see yourself!

2) Write a story, true or made up, about Southland and Space.

1) Observe and sketch the phases of the moon for a month.

There are three parts to the award:

The society wants to encourage people to
look up at the sky as frequently as they
look up on the internet!

The Southland Astronomical Society is keen
n
to promote an interest in astronomy amongst
gst
school students. The SAS has produced a
badge which will be given to students who
complete an astronomy project. This is
aimed at students in years 5 – 8.

in which to experience an earthquake for the first time!

Having spent two months in the UK away from the homestead here I can’t say how
much it is good to be back even in the midst of some ‘interesting’ effects of nature.

Astronomy Award

Otatara a Great Place……
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Available from Lloyd Esler, Southland Museum and
Art Gallery and Invercargill bookshops (except
Whitcoulls).

A Christmas present for $30. This book by Lloyd Esler
er
covers the story of the founding and progress of our
fair town. Whether resident, visitor or just interested
in local history, you will find something here to
inform, amaze and amuse you.

INVERCARGILL 150 YEARS

Lloyd Esler

4) Visit an aviary. Make a list of the native and non-native birds. What are some of
the special features of the native birds? What are some special features of the
members of the parrot family?

3) Visit a park, patch or bush or beach and make a list at least ten different wild
birds you see there. Can you see why they live in that particular place?

2) Do some sketches of another sort of wild bird you observe yourself. Identify it,
show on your sketches the colour pattern, the colour of beak and legs, wings,
chest, tail and head. See if you can tell the male and female apart.

Lloyd Esler

These animals are collectively
called mustelids and they do tremendous damage to native birds
and reptiles.
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Top – ferret, middle – weasel, bottom – stoat

Ferrets are more creatures of the open country and probably feed mostly on rabbits. The ferret is actually the domesticated form of the European polecat which
has reverted to its fully wild state. Many of the imported ferrets were albino which
accounts for the high level of albinism in this species. There are white stoats too,
but these are ermines which are stoats which develop a winter coat for camouflage
when hunting in the snow. Ermines are known from Mount Cook and more rarely
from Fiordland. They were
sought after for ceremonial robes
where the black tail-tips add a
distinctive character to the white
fur garment. Mayor Shadbolt
wears a lot of stoats! Weasels
are like small stoats with a short
tail and are chocolate rather than
golden brown. They are probably outnumbered by stoats by
100 to one but in recent years
they seem to have become more
noticeable.

We are beset with pests! Three related ones that live in Otatara and on Sandy Point
are the ferret, stoat and weasel. They are easy to tell apart – the ferret’s a ferret,
the stoat’s stoatally different and the weasel is weasily distinguished. A good breeding season for rats and mice brings a boost in the population of their main predator, the stoat, which is short-lived but very fertile. If you get the chance to see a
stoat hunting you can appreciate efficiency with which they work through the long
grass or forest.

This is a project of the Southland Natural Historyy
Field Club aimed at self-motivated students about
ut
Years 4-8. We want to encourage an interest
in local birds. This is not a project where you
look things up to find out about a rare bird. It
involves getting outside and doing own observations. There’s a badge free for students who
do the requirements. This is what you have to do:

1) Observe a bird. Identify it, describe it, decide
de whetherr it is on its own,
part of a flock or one of a pair. Notice whether it walks or hops, how it reacts
to other birds, what it is eating, what its nest is like and anything else about its
behaviour or appearance.

Stoat, Ferret or Weasel?

Bird Award

